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otherwise) rule system that you
choose, and most of the
encounters, puzzles and traps
have been made so they interact
with as few rules as possible. 

CONTENT WARNING  Implied
violence against children,
suicide, body horror, demonic
possession, rats, insects, and  
human sacrifice.
 

Blackvine Manor 
Ask any of the townsfolk in the
nearby town of Mourvède and
they’ll tell you: that place is
cursed. 

They’ll tell you that the
vineyard and the manor are
forever tainted by the black
deeds of its former mistress, 
 the Lady Arabella Odain who,
in a fit of madness,
slaughtered the servants, her
husband, and her own children
before burying herself alive in
the crypts beneath the house.

Sunlight is loath to shine upon
that gruesome and grisly place; 

legions of crows and rats and
teeming chitinous things are
the only creatures that make
their home there. And the
grapes grow black and bulbous,
like plague sores upon the
gnarled and withered vines.
 

Lady Arabella Odain
A paladin of some renown who
built a fine manor house in the
mountains where she knew the

GAME MASTER'S
INTRODUCTION
ABOUT THIS ADVENTURE 
The Dark That Feasts is an
adventure steeped in the
traditions of haunted houses and
black magic, packed with
depraved cults and their
nefarious schemes, exorcisms,
old magic, buried trauma,
corrupted creatures foul and
fell, and small sparks of
humanity and of hope, inspired
by old school roleplaying
modules and gothic horror.

This book contains a mystery
that a party of 3-5 clever
adventurers between levels 2-4
can be expected to complete in
roughly three sessions of play.
A party of lucky adventurers
might even be expected to
surive. 

OLD-SCHOOL-INSPIRED  
This adventure is inspired by
the style of play characteristic
of older roleplaying game
modules. The focus is on careful
exploration and NPC interaction
as the mystery is unraveled.
Combat encounters are not
balanced, and reward creativity
and cowardice more than sword
and board heroism.  

SYSTEM NEUTRAL  
The design of this adventure is
such that you should be able to
convert it to any (modern or 



soil was good and the sun shone
the right number of days each
year, and around the house she
planted a vineyard that cloaked
the surrounding slopes in
rambling lines of greenery. She
named the estate Blackvine. 

She paid for the construction
of a temple to her goddess in
the nearby town, and hung her
holy longsword, Vhandrahas,
above the altar. She married a
local man (Thomas) and together
they had two daughters (Marilka
and Nasrine) and she loved
them. 

Together, they shared eight
short years of happiness and
peace before the horror began. 

The Dark That Feasts
During one of the final battles
of her long and storied years
as a questing knight and slayer
of monstrous things, a powerful
evil spirit from the far side
of the world attached itself to
Lady Arabella. She believed it
vanquished, but it endured — a
many-mouthed demon made of
blood and flies and putrefied
meat bound together with
writhing liquid shadow. It hung
upon her soul like a bloated,
invisible tick. It was weak,
but patient. It bided its time. 

It has many names in the
tongues of hell, many grand
titles among the spirits of air
and night, and in the rotten  

places beneath the world. The
ancient chronicles — books bound
in flesh and holy iron,
containing the mad scribblings
of a thousand tormented priests
— speak of it only in parable
and innuendo. They call it The
Dark That Feasts. 

From the shadows, The Dark That
Feasts watched and waited as
Lady Arabella let her guard
drop, day by day, year by year. 

When it smelled the time was
right — before Lady Arabella
could recover her demon killing
blade, Vhandrahas, from the
temple reliquary — it struck. 

The Dark That Feasts haunted
Arabella, tortured her,
possessed her, forcing her to
slaughter her own family and
everyone else in the manor.
Finally, it killed her too. 

Only Arrabella's six year-old
daughter Marilka survived.

The Prison Beneath 
Before her demon tormentor could
finish its grim work, Lady
Arabella, summoning every fiber
of strength, walled herself up
inside the crypts beneath the
manor, sealing them both inside
with powerful protective wards,
and trapping the demon in her
own body using an ancient
artifact called The Aurum Shroud  
— a solid golden death mask that
prevents souls from leaving and  



entering the body of its
wearer.

While it has prevented the
demon’s escape, Lady Arabella’s
own soul also remains trapped
within the confines of
Blackvine Manor. The vault of
powerful divine wards is a
working of the old magics, and  
only she — or one who is of her
blood — acting under their own
free volition can open them
again.

Now, her spirit, faceless and
mute behind its golden visor,
haunts the halls of her
accursed home alongside her
murdered family and servants —
tortured playthings of the
demonic presence trapped inside
with them. 

The Dark That Feasts remains
imprisoned beneath Blackvine
Manor, but it is far from
completely contained.



Children of the    
 Blessed Vine 
Over time, the roots of Lady
Arabella’s grapevines grew
deeper into the hill, where they
drank the demon’s essence
leaching from its prison into
the soil. The area around the
manor has become corrupted,
forsaken — a large part of why
those who know of it say the
manor is cursed. Birds avoid it
— other than the rasping,
stygian crows who flock here in 
great numbers — and the rats and
insects that remain are forever
changed. They serve The Dark
That Feasts now. 

So too does a cult that calls
itself the Children of The
Blessed Vine which has taken
root in the nearby town of
Mourvède. Slowly, little by
little, the demon has cultivated
its own flock of loyal followers
who seek to free it once again. 

In secret — for most folk living
in Mourvède are still good and
decent — the Children of the
Blessed Vine began using the
winery at Blackvine Manor for
their own ends. They cultivated
the vines, turning the black,
swollen fruit they bear into a
dark, rich wine. 

Anyone who consumes this stygian
vintage is connected in some
small way to The Dark That
Feasts. The cultists drink it in 

vast quantities during their
depraved rituals for power and
a glimpse of that which they
hold to be divine. 

Walthur Snide, the innkeeper of
the Key and Cup in Mourvède,
ensures many travelers who pass
along the road are plagued by
nightmarish visions or even
fits of demonic possession. 

Though its influence grows, The
Dark That Feasts remains
trapped beneath Blackvine
Manor. Soon, however, this will
change. 



The Last Odain 
Arabella’s daughter Marilka
Odain survived the carnage by
hiding inside a secret room
inside the walls. In the
morning, the villagers found her
knelt over the body of her
little sister Nasrine, unable to
recall the events of the
preceding hours. She was taken
in by Friar Kourlumn at the
local temple, who raised her as
his own child in the 
hope she would not remember the
night of the massacre. But her
memories refused to stay buried.
Marilka grew up a troubled
child, and when she was fifteen,
she ran away — although she
occasionally sent letters to
Friar Karloumn, of whom she was
very fond. 

Marilka led a hard, unfortunate
life — as though forever stained
by the darkness she encountered
in the house where she was born.
She died young, but not before
she gave birth to a son and
named him Marlo. Orphaned at an
early age, Marlo (who his mother
gave the last name Blikmar) grew
up knowing nothing of his true
name, his family, and its tragic
past, although he remembered his
mother’s night terrors, and the
feeling of a dark presence just
outside the corner of his eye. 

Now, the prodigal heir to
Blackvine — himself a promising 

adventurer — has returned to
Mourvède, but for a reason even
the last surviving Odain cannot
himself understand.

Darkness Unleashed
It has been almost three
decades since The Dark That
Feasts was imprisoned beneath
Blackvine. Soon, if all goes
according to plan, it will be
free once more. 

Using Marilka's letters to
Friar Karloumn, the Children of
the Blessed Vine have tracked
down her son, Marlo Blikmar, a
young adventurer with no idea
about his family's past. Their
agents slipped him a bottle of
the tainted wine, and he
dreamed of his mother, who told
him that the answers to his
family's identity and his
inheritance lay beneath the
manor overlooking the town of
Mourvède: a great golden
treasure that, along with the
grand estate, was his
birthright. 

Though he only half-remembers
these dreams (and he
instinctively knows that
something about them, about his
mother’s face and voice felt
wrong) Marlo has found himself
drawn back to Mourvède. 

Little does he know that the
invisible hand of the cult



guides him inexorably towards
the house and the vault beneath
that may only be opened freely
by one of Lady Arabella’s own
flesh and blood. Should he open
the door and remove the golden
mask from the corpse of his own
grandmother, The Dark That
Feasts shall be free again. 

Marlo remembers growing up with
a half-sibling in the
orphanage, but they were
separated when they were young.  
The documents found in Graces
Halsvana's study (pg. 29) that
detail the cult's plan to trick
Marlo into returning to
Mourvède also refer to "another
Odain". Include a few vague
details that refer to the PC in
question, but add that the cult
remains unaware of who or where
they are. 
When they look at or hold the
magic sword Varahandras (pg.
17), the PC feels a calming
presence and a sense of
recognition, like the sword is
happy to see them.

[OPTIONAL] A Family
Reunion
If there is a human adventurer
in the party who is unaware of
their parentage, it can be
interesting and dramatic to
slowly uncover that they and
Marlo Blikmar share a mother,
and therefore Odain blood. If
you plan to include this detail,
make sure that you include as
many hints about the following
as feels natural, or come up
with your own clues. 

The PC found themselves called
to Mourvède by a series of
dreams about their mother. 

Making a party member a into a
descendant of Lady Arabella — and
thereby able to open the Vault
beneath the manor — can not only
make the PCs feel like they are a
more central part of the mystery,
but removes some of the pressure
to ensure that Marlo accompanies
the party to the Manor. 

Once inside, the adventurer who
is descended from Lady Arabella
should be targeted by The Dark
That Feasts and Lady Arabella's
ghost in the same way as Marlo:
lured (or physically taken) to
the Vault and driven away with
increasing desperation,
respectively. 

Also, should the adventure end
with The Dark That Feasts'
imprisonment or destruction, the
opportunity should arise for the
last surviving Odain to take over
Blackvine Manor, potentially
turning it into a base from which
to have further adventurers (or
open a winery). 



  ADVENTUREADVENTURE
HOOKSHOOKS

The Friar's Plea. [If the party
contains a Cleric/Paladin of a
Good/Lawful deity]: Several
weeks ago, a letter arrived
addressed to the head of your
order, written in a shaky hand
by a man named Friar Karloumn.
He claimed that the small
mountain town of Mourvède had
been plagued by a rash of ill
omens. Strange crops, dead and
mutated animals behaving
strangely, a darkness that
hounds the townsfolk. The head
of your order has sent you to
investigate.

Drunken Visions.  A night of
overindulgence in a port city
wine bar was followed by bizarre
visions of deach, decay, and a
beautiful woman with an angular
face, dressed in white begging
for aid (The Dark That Feasts
disguising itself as Lady
Arabella). The details of the
dream have faded, but you feel
your feet unconsciously pulling
you along the road, into the
mountains, towards a place
called Mourvède.

The Missing Merchant. The Topaz
Crown Shipping and Trader's Union
has lost track of one of its
merchants. Chiro Mohlem, son of
Baron Mohem, one of the owners of
the company, has been missing for
almost a week. He was supposed to
collect a shipment of wine from
Mourvède but hasn't returned. But
Chiro, is a known drunk and
gambler, and this isn't the first
time this sort of thing has
happened. Baron Mohem is prepared
to pay dearly (1,000 gp per party
member) for the safe and, above
all, quiet return of his son and
the missing merchandise.

The Alderman's Letter. Arthman
Halsvana, the Alderman of
Mourvède, sends a letter pleading
for help, as he suspects that
witchcraft is behind a series of
bizarre and ill omens in town, and
he requires the services of those
who know how to deal with such
matters.       



RumorsRumors
Some rumors are true and some are false.

Roll 2d4. If the person sharing the
rumor is a cult member, roll 1d4. 

1. Poor Piotr Vanche, the
farmer. His son was such a
clumsy boy. He knocked over
an oil lamp in the night and
the whole family succumbed to
the flames before they woke. 

2. The Alderman, Arthman
Halvsana, is plagued by fits
of madness. It is more than a
malady of the flesh or mind,
however; devils hang upon his
soul. He has struck bargains
with dark forces and now he
and his poor wife pay the
price. 

3. The best wine and the
cheapest beds in Mourvède are
at the Key and Cup. 

4. Stay away from Blackvine
Manor. That place is cursed.
Cursed by the vengeful gods
who made its lady go mad and
slaughter her entire family.
She haunts the halls to this
day, hungry for the blood of
mortal folk. 
 

5. Piotr Vanche, the farmer,
lost his mind. He began
ranting and raving in the
middle of town. Then he went
home, locked himself and his
family in their house and
burned it all down. Worst
part is how they heard him
laughing as he burned. 

6. Some strange blight befell
Barlandieri the vintner’s
crops. Dead and devoured by
vermin. Now, it seems as
though he’s getting ready to
leave town in a hurry. 

7. There’s something wrong
with the animals that live
near Blackvine manor.
Something means the rats and
the crows and insects don’t
behave as they should. 

8. Something's afoot at the
Key and Cup. Strange folk
come and go in the middle of
the night dressed all in
black, pushing handcarts up
and down the hill between
here and Blackvine Manor.  



MourvedeMourvede



Main Street

Alderman's
House

Temple of
Dojdola

Wine Merchant

The Key and
Cup 

Road to Blackvine Manor

General
Store

Blighted
Vineyard

Ruined House



Walthur Snide, the Innkeeper
of the Key and Cup
Pavel, the Cook at the Key
and Cup 
Thargol, the Wine Merchant 
Graces Halsvana, the Notary
and wife of the Alderman 

Nestled in the shadow of the
mountains, surrounded by old
woods and rolling hills
blanketed with orchards and
vineyards, Mourvède might — in
better days — have been
picturesque. A few dozen
whitewashed stone buildings and
wooden farmhouses stand amid
patches of greenery — oak trees,
ash, alder and pine that throw
patches of dappled shade along
the narrow lanes. The sizable
two-storey inn at the northern
end of town — as well as most of
the businesses on the main
street — suggest that this place
once saw a good deal more trade
and visitors than it does now.   

A darkness hangs over Mourvède
like a burial shroud. You can
see it on the faces of the
locals, in their furtive
glances, their hurried gaits.
They startle easily, jumping at
shadows — paranoid and
mistrustful. 

The Cult 
Roughly 1-in-6 of the townsfolk
are members of the cult. This
includes… 

The Children of the Blessed Vine
operate a hideout, temple and 

A glass or two: strange, hyper
vivid dreams of violence,
maggots, many gaping mouths
offering the things you want
most in the world. 
A bottle: creeping paranoia
and dread, night sweats. 
A night of heavy drinking:
hallucinations, uncontrolled
emotions, violent outbursts. 
A week of indulgence:
manifestations of demonic
power (speaking in tongues,
floating above the bed at
night, things spontaneously
catch fire near them).
A Month or more… Full demonic
possession. Their body is
suffused with demonic energy
and becomes a magnet for dark
entities. Something finds them
and takes control. 

winery up at Blackvine Manor. In
town, they operate out of the
cellar beneath the Key and Cup,
where they're holding a cache of
tainted wine and the possessed
merchant, Chiro Mohlem. 

The Tainted Wine
Anyone who drinks the cult’s wine
— a dark red, robust vintage with
notes of blackberries and
camphorwood — is connected to The
Dark That Feasts. The more wine
consumed in the space of a week,
the greater the demon’s hold over
them. 

Anyone with tainted wine in their
system must Save vs Paralysis to
enter holy ground and again on
each subsequent turn to stave off  
nausea and vomiting. 



Main Street
White stone walls in need of a
coat of paint. Windows either
shuttered or staring sullenly
out at those who pass; it’s
impossible to shake the feeling
you’re being watched, but
beside the occasional huddled,
hurrying figure and the twitch
of a curtain in an upstairs
window, the streets are empty. 

Buildings along the main road
in town are closed, apart from
the General Store and the
Temple of Dojdola. 

Burned Farmhouse
The charred remains of a
farmhouse on the road into
Mourvède. Broken stones and
blackened beams jut like rotten
teeth from the earth. 

The house belonged to Piotr
Vanche a farmer who succumbed
to demonic possession. He
locked his wife and three
children inside the house with
him and burned it down. 

Locals unaffiliated with the
Cult will tell this story, but
any cult member asked about it
will downplay the tragedy,
calling it an unfortunate
accident. 

General Store 
A well-kept stone building with
a painted sign out front saying
“IDERMAN’S”. Inside, bare
shelves, dark and dusty air. A
half dozen amphoras of vinegar 

GORHMAK IDERMAN,
THE SHOPKEEPER

masquerading as wine; a few
withered marrows and a single
gnarled potato by the door.
Coiled of rope hang on the back
wall alongside crude tools,
clothes, and farming supplies. 

The store sells most basic
goods (4-in-6 chance of
anything from the equipment
list), but the quality (of food
in particular) is poor and sold
at a steep markup. 

Gruff, suspicious of anyone who
walks through his doors. 

Knows that the shadow of evil
has fallen over the town. That
food in the fields has all
rotted on the vine, along with
a series of other ominous
events (the death of the Vanche
family, the ruination of
Barlandieri's vines, and the
possession of the Alderman). 



Temple of Dojdola 
A large, stone building at the
edge of Mourvède. Once a
relatively grand structure but
gone badly to seed. The plaster
frontage is cracked, tiles are
missing from the rust red roof,
and the statues of saints and
goddesses that cover the facade
are eroded by rain and caked with
pigeon droppings. 

Mourvède's new priest. Sister
Olenna only arrived a few weeks
ago, after Friar Kourlumn left
town without warning. 

SISTER OLENNA, THE NUN

Small, with slim shoulders and
large solemn eyes. Her voice
always seems on the edge of
breaking. 

Determined to uncover the truth
behind the sinister events
unfolding in Mourvède. She is 
inclined to trust outsiders,
especially if there is a cleric
among the party, whom she will
try to recruit to help with the
Alderman's exorcism. 

Knows something is very wrong in
Mourvède, that demons have been
tormenting and possessing
people. That even though the
town appears to be plagued by
devils, attendance at her
sermons has been poor. Of the
few folk who have shown up,
several appeared to take ill,
sweating with discomfort and
barely concealed nausea before
taking their leave. 

Suspects that Walthur Snide, the
innkeeper, is involved somehow;
she has seen people walking at
night from the inn up towards
the old Blackvine Manor.

The Alderman’s Affliction. Ever
since Arthman Halsvana started
showing signs of demonic
possession, Sister Olenna has
visited the Alderman's house
nightly to pray and consecrate
the ground. Arthman's episodes
are getting worse, and his wife,
Graces Halsvana, has forbidden
her from returning to the house
lest her "clumsy ministrations
bring further harm" to her
husband. 

Cleric 3, AC as cloth, HP 8, Attacks
1 × mace (1d6) or 1 × spell, Mv 30',
SV D11 W12 P14 B16 S15, Al LAW, STR 8
INT 15 WIS 16 DEX 9 CON 8 CHA 12 

Spells cure light wounds, light,
protection from good and evil 

https://oldschoolessentials.necroticgnome.com/srd/index.php/Cure%20Light%20Wounds%20(Cause%20Light%20Wounds)


Faded Murals of various
benevolent goddesses painted
on the walls, with Dojdola (a
humanoid woman with wheat for
hair, holding a cornucopia
like a baby). The mural
opposite used to depict Lady
Arabella, but the face has
clearly been obliterated with
a chisel. 

Font filled with cool,
crystal clear water. Sister
Olenna can use it to create
1d6 vials of Holy Water per
day. A blade submerged in the
water for a night becomes
blessed (functions as a +2
weapon vs demons and the
undead) until the next dawn.

Lady Arabella's sword,
Vhandrahas, features
prominently in her mural, and
a wooden-bladed replica sits
in a ornamental scabbard upon
the altar.

Sister Olenna will claim the
original was lost or stolen
before her time. 

She actually keeps it hidden
inside the altar, in case of
dire emergency.

She will bring it along to
the Alderman's exorcism (
wrapped in dark cloth and
only reveal it when all else
has failed. She doesn't know
how to wield it properly, but
is still reluctant to entrust
the blade to anyone else. 

Vhandrahas (+1 magic
Longsword (d8 + 1), +3 vs
demons, djinn, and evil
spirits; sheds bright light
on command)



Ground
Floor

Second Floor

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Key and Cup 
A two storey taverna with sun-
baked pale stone walls, and
dull red terracotta tiles
covering its roof.

1. Outside. Grapevines and
creeping ivy fight for dominion
over the outer walls, and the
flagstones covering the large

7.

stone terrace are cracked and
overgrown with weeds. Honey bees
humm across the facade, mingling
with the sounds of low voices
drifting from within.
 
Broken Window. A second storey
window around the rear of the
inn (Area 6) has been smashed.



2. Bar. Large, low, smokey room
dotted with tables and benches,
arranged around a large
fireplace. 

Stairs at the back of the room
lead up to a second storey, and
doors lead into private rooms and
away to the kitchen (Area 3).  

Inside the mood is subdued, the
solemn quiet broken only by the
scrape of a chair or the sound of
a tankard set down too hard. A
few dozen patrons sit about,
drinking in silence. 

CULTISTS. There are 1d6 + 2
Cultists [HD 1 (4 hp), AC as
leather, Attacks dagger (+2 to
hit, d4), SV D11 W12 P14 B16 S15
ML 8] drinking wine here at any
one time (about half of the
patrons). The innkeeper, Walthur
Snide is a cult member, as is the
cook, Pavel.

2-in-6 chance Thargol the Wine
Merchant (and evil cleric) is
here preparing to lead a sermon
in the cellar (Area 12)
 

[HD 2, AC as leather, Attacks
billy club (+2 to hit, d6), and a
crossbow (+1 to hit, d10) hidden
behind the bar, SV D11 W12 P14
B16 S15 ML 9, ring of keys].
 
CULTIST. Bearded, with ruddy
cheeks and a pinched, hawklike
face. A ring of keys jangles at
his belt (unlocks the front
doors, back doors, cellar
padlock, the strongbox in Area 3, 

the hidden safe in Area 7, all
of the guest rooms).

Walthur (with forced joviality)
greets newcomers and plies them
with fine (untainted) wine
while he tries to ascertain why
they are in Mourvède. If his
suspicions are aroused (or he
believes that placing one of
the PCs under the sway of The
Dark That Feasts would benefit
the cult in some way — if
they’re a noble, for example)
he will try to persuade the PCs
to stay the night at the inn
and switches to the tainted
wine. 

Menu. 
Red Wine (2 sp/cup), Mead (4
sp/cup), Meat Platter (8 sp,
"it's wet aged"), Goat Stew (6
sp), Pickled Vegetables (1 sp),
Guest Rooms (1 gp/night).

 

WALTHUR SNIDE,
THE INKEEPER



Thief 3, AC as leather, HP 10,
Attacks 1 × rapier (1d8) or 1 ×
pistol bow (d6), Mv 30', Sv D13
W14 P13 B16 S15, Al CHAOTIC,
STR 14 INT 9 WIS 12 DEX 16 CON
8 CHA 12 

A pale, slender, serious young
man in a black velvet doublet,
with a thin dark mustache and
raven hair. Aquiline features
and deep green eyes give his
face a piercing quality. Wears
a tattered kerchief around his
neck with a pattern of blue and
violet flowers (the last
memento of his late mother). 

Troubled by recent dreams of
his mother and still more so by
the fact he, almost as though
still in a dream, followed her
instructions and came to this
town he had never heard of to
investigate a legacy he never
knew he had. 

He sits alone in the bar,
Walthur regularly bustling by
to refill his cup of (tainted)
wine and tell a heavily revised
story of the massacre at
Blackvine Manor. Marlo listens
with interest, as the story
leans largely on the rumor of a
hidden treasure vault and a
highly valuable golden mask
within. 

MARLO BLIKMAR, HEIR
TO BLACKVINE MANOR

Recruiting the PCs. Marlo is
coming around to the idea of a
hidden treasure vault beneath
his family’s estate. He will
offer to bring the PCs along,
offering them full shares in
the venture. 

3. Kitchen. Wooden countertops
stained with the remnants of
many meals, eight small casks
of tapped wine (one tainted and
marked with a chalk ‘X’), racks
of goblets, a small cooking
fire, a pot of something
heavily spiced and smelling
strongly of goat that spits and
bubbles like primordial ooze,
and a table where Walthur and
Pavel the cook eat their meals. 

Strongbox. On a shelf. Unlocked
during business hours. Contains
1d6 gp, 5d10 sp, and 1d6 x 10
cp. Walthur has the key. 



PAVEL, THE COOK
[HD 2 (9 hp), AC as leather,
cleaver (+3 to hit, d6), SV D12
W13 P14 B15 S16 ML 7, trapdoor
key] 

CULTIST. Fiercely protective of
his kitchen and driven to fits
of violent rage by the prolonged
consumption of tainted wine. He
speaks to himself in tongues
when he thinks no one is
listening. 

Pavel has taken to
autocannibalism in his fits of
adulation dedicated to the Dark
That Feasts. There are large
chunks missing from his torso,
and his right hand is heavily
bandaged around an amputated
little finger. "An accident. My
knife slipped. Now get out!"

He is also slowly eating the
body of Friar Karloumn (Area 9).
A crude iron key to the
storeroom trapdoor hangs around
his neck.

4. Storeroom. Cured meats, bags
of lentils, flour, kidney beans
stacked against the walls. 

Bed. One half of the room serves
as the sleeping quarters for
Pavel. Among his effects are a
fine leather purse (containing
183 gp) bearing the monogram
C.M. (stolen from the possessed
merchant Chiro Mohlem), and a
small, cheaply printed holy book
which Pavel has filled with his  

own unhinged ramblings, crude
sketches of The Dark That
Feasts, and the words “MEAT.
FLSH. MAGGOTS. FLESH. HE FEASTS”
over and over again.

Trapdoor. Heavy wooden hatch in
the floor. Locked at night with
a crude iron padlock (the key is
around Pavel’s neck). Narrow
wooden stairs lead down into
darkness (Area 8)

5. Guest Rooms. A rustic landing
with a fireplace and chairs that
serves as a common area for
lodgers. Nine guest rooms (the
tenth is Walthur’s) and a store
cupboard full of linens and a
large amount of lye soap. All
the rooms smell strongly of
soap, although there is another
smell, sour and earthy, beneath
it. 

Hex Bags. Under the bed in every
guest room is a small leather  



bag filled with rosemary and
mandragora root. Anyone who sleeps
near one is beset by horrible
nightmares and visions of The Dark
That Feasts, but are almost
impossible to awaken.  

Other Guests. When the PCs arrive,
there will be 1d4 + 1 other guests
staying at the inn. One of them is
Marlo Blickmar (who arrived the
previous day) and the rest are
cultists.     

6. Possessed Merchant’s Room. The
door to the room at the end of the
hall is locked. Inside, the room
looks as though it was torn apart
by a wild animal. Claw marks run
up the walls and along the
ceiling, the window is shattered,
and the walls are daubed with
profane, unholy runes written in
bile, blood, and excrement. The
room where Chiro Mohlem succumbed
to demonic possession. He is now
locked up in the cell in Area 13.
 
Personal Effects. In the chest at
the foot of the bed are several
fine silk shirts and
handkerchiefs, all monogrammed
“C.M.”

7. Walthur’s Room. Simple sleeping
quarters with a bed, a wardrobe, a
bookshelf and a desk. An oil
painting of Saint Hervezenia at
the Moment of Her Martyrdom hangs
on the rear wall. 

Wardrobe. Hardy work clothes,
heavy cloth aprons, and a hooded
black robe. 

Bookshelf. Half a dozen tattered
and dog-eared volumes (outdated
farmer’s almanacs, viticulture
guides, manuals on winemaking,
pickling, and wet-ageing meat). 

Desk. A single, cheaply printed
holy book bound in faded black
leather and stamped with the
peeling gold symbol of Dojdola.
Inside, it has been horribly
defaced. Lines of scripture
blacked out, daubed over with
crude drawings of a many-mouthed
face and the words “HERE IS A
SERVANT READY TO SERVE HERE IS A
MASTER READY TO RULE” over and
over again, surrounded by
profanities and the words “MEAT,
FLESH, BONE, MAGGOTS” in an
increasingly erratic scrawl.  

The Painting (Saint Hervezenia
at the Moment of Her Martyrdom).
A chiaroscuro; all light and
deep, dark shadow. A young woman
in a white dress looks skywards
as she is torn apart by wolves.
Her expression is beatific,
serene. 

Behind the picture is a wall
safe (Walthur has the key)
containing 254 gp and 2,600 sp,
as well as a holy symbol of
Dojdola (belonged to Friar
Karloumn) wrapped tightly in a
filthy handkerchief, and an
ornate silver dagger (+1, 1d4 +
1 damage) set with a large ruby
(worth 400 gp). There is dried
blood upon the blade. 



Cellar

13.

8.

9.10.11.

12.

8. Root Cellar. Cool, dark and
dry. Serried rows of jars on
shelves, their warped glass
walls throwing the light in
strange, unsettling patterns.
Boxes of sand hold carrots,
beets, turnips. Salt pork
curing in barrels. Rats,
fleeing from the torchlight. 

Jars. Mostly full of pickled
vegetables, but there is a  
 1-in-6 chance any jar opened
will be filled with human
liver, kidney, or heart (cut
out of the dead friar in Area
9). 

North. An open door leads to
the cistern (Area 9). Cold.
Dripping water. 

West. Muffled thumping from
Area 13, low voices and the
clink of glasses from Area 12. 
 

9. Cistern. Cold, dark water.
Impossible to tell how deep.
Large, undefined shapes float
and drift like logs, or
crocodiles, in the water.
 
Wet Aged Meat. Large haunches
of beef, goat, and lamb, aging
in sealed leather cocoons. One
is bigger than the rest.
Inside, the half-eaten body of
Friar Karloumn.
  
10. Wine Store. Locked. Cool,
dark and dry, with two dozen
casks of wine and a few
hundred bottles sitting on
racks. 8 casks are marked with
a chalk X and contain the
tainted wine from Blackvine’s
vineyard. 

11. Salting and Pickling Room.
Large sacks of salt, stacks of
empty jars, a canning press, 



all writhing together in a
single amorphous mass. The
effigy is surrounded by six
candles in golden candlesticks
(worth 50 gp each), three
ornate chalices (worth 120 gp
each) and a pile of unsettling
offerings: a wizened human
finger, a blackened and burned
human skull (too small, to be
an adult), a three-headed goat
fetus floating stillborn in a
jar of murky water. The
cultists believe them to be
holy relics.

13. Cell. Locked. From within:
crashing, snarling, banging,
scratching, intermittent high
pitched giggles. 

Inside, crouching on the floor,
clothes torn, caked in his own
filth, is the merchant Chiro
Mohlem, possessed by a demon
after drinking vast quantities
of the tainted wine turned him
into a conduit for infernal
entities.

bundles of dried pickling
herbs and spices, and a
butcher’s block stained dark
red. There is a human toe
lying on the floor. 

12. Guard Post/Shrine. Low
conversation, the clink of
glasses. Flickering
candlelight. 

Guards. Three cultists [HD 1
(4, 6, 5 hp), AC as leather,
Attacks shortsword (+2 to hit,
d6), SV D11 W12 P14 B16 S15 ML
8], ML 8] seated at a small
table, drinking tainted wine
and bickering with one
another. In the grips of
extreme paranoia (-4 to
reaction rolls) brought on by
the wine. 

There are two grubby
mattresses on the floor where
the cultists sleep. 

Cell Door Key. Sitting on the
table. 

Shrine. The rear of the room
features a table covered with
a thick black cloth. Upon it
rests a crude clay sculpture —
molded by the cultists during
a drunken ritualistic stupor —
of The Dark That Feasts, a
horrible cacophony of
recognizable shapes (heads,
hands, teeth) and
unidentifiable, inhuman forms, 



DemonicDemonic  
VESSELVESSEL  

Telekinesis. Grab and hold
someone (save vs Paralysis),
throw objects around the
room, unbar a door from the
other side. 
Dark Reading. Force someone
to reveal their most
shameful secret (save vs
Spells), detect surface
level thoughts. 
Hypnotic Eyes. Localized,
temporary mental command.
Force someone to drop their
weapon, open a door, plunge
a knife into an ally’s heart
(save vs Spells). 
Unholy Fire. Cause people
(save vs Wands) and objects
to spontaneously ignite.
More damage each round (d4,
then d6, d8, etc.) until the
fire is extinguished.   

HD 7+1 (32hp), AC as leather,
claws x 2 (+4 to hit, d6) or
use power, SV D4 W5 P6 B5 S8,
MV 40’ ML 12

Mundane Damage Resistance.
Takes half damage from all
but silver and magical
weapons. Holy water burns
like fire. 
Turning. Can be turned by a
cleric as though Undead.
Requires HD number of
successful turns to drive the
demon out of the host (each
one imposes a -2 penalty on
the demon's attack rolls). 
Powers. All demons have a
power or two, in addition to
being able to levitate and
crawl along walls and ceiling
as though they are flat
ground. Roll 1d4. 
1.

2.

3.

4.



BARLANDIERI, THE
VINTNER
Kind, tired eyes full of
sadness. A soft, slow voice.
Weatherbeaten skin tanned nut
brown by the sun and deeply
lined with worry. 
 

Blighted Vineyard
A large stone building hemmed
in by dead fields. The crop is
rotten, infested with writhing
maggots and clouds of buzzing,
biting flies. 

Barlandieri, the vintner,
refused to sell his reserves to
Thargol the Wine Merchant and,
the next day, all that was left
in over a hundred casks was
dark, foul-smelling sludge. 

Preparing to leave Mourvède
with his two sons, Liando and
Nicolas, in a few days, selling
the vineyard for a pittance to
Thargol.  

THARGOL, 
THE WINE MERCHANT
CULTIST. Tottering, unsteady.
Eyes bleary with drink. Lips
stained crimson. 

Thatrgol swore his soul to
serve The Dark That Feasts in
exchange for power. Current
leader of the cult.  

Cleric 4, AC as leather, HP
18, Attacks 1 × mace (+1 to
hit 1d6) or 1 × spell, MV 30',
SV D11 W12 P14 B16 S15, AL
CHAOS, STR 8 INT 8 WIS 16 DEX
11 CON 15 CHA 12 

Spells. Immolate (one target
must save vs spells or burst
into flames, d6 per round),
Charm Person, Cause Fear

Items. Ring of Weakness
(reduces STR and CON to 3, on
a cord around his neck), Iron
Key (griffon motif, opens the
secret door beneath the
Manor).   



Wine Merchant's House 
Newly expanded and refurbished
wooden farmhouse with a large
barn beside it converted into a
clearing yard. Casks of wine
and several dozen cases of
bottles wait to be shipped out
of the hills. A large dray cart
sits in between the two
buildings. 

Inside. Gaudy, lavish
furnishings. A fine ermine
cloak hangs on the door,
stained with wine. All new. 

Office. Defaced holy books,
poorly kept ledgers detailing
shipments of wine out of town.
Other villages and cities
circled in red with dates
beside them, tracing a series
of recent deliveries to taverns
increasingly close to Mourvède.
Margin notes make repeated
reference to “THE SCION”. 

Thargol is a mean and
belligerent drunk who ignores,
bullies, or belittles anyone he
perceives as beneath him and
oozes obsequious platitudes at
anyone else. He has been
coordinating the production of
wine at the Manor, the plan to
distribute wine in the area
where Marlo Odain was suspected
to be, and dosing him with
tainted vintage so that his
master could lure the young man
to town. He leads vile,
depraved rituals drenched in
wine, blood, and other bodily
fluids in the cellar beneath
the Key and Cup.  



EXORCISM ATEXORCISM AT
HALSVANAHALSVANA

HOUSEHOUSE



Alderman's House
A fine stone farmhouse
surrounded by a field of barley
and a small orchard full of
laden fruit trees. A red brick
chimney runs up the outside of
the house. 

Every window is covered with
thick, dark drapes. On the
varnished oak door hangs a
bundle of herbs (laurel,
rosemary, and mandragora root,
tied togther with twine. Put up
by Graces Halsvana). 

Inside, it is stiflingly hot.
The tang of incense, sweat, and
pungent, unidentifiable herbs
(anyone who has stayed a night
at the Key and Cup will
recognize the smell as being
similar to the one coming from
the guest bedrooms). 

The Bedroom. Dark, humid,
oppressively warm.  The distinct
impression of being watched.
Breath against the back of your
neck. Something  sitting
perfectly still in the shadows,
like a great black dog. Ice cold
sweat pooling at the base of
your spine. 

Alderman Arthman Halsvana is
confined to his richly appointed
four-poster bed, hidden behind
the dark blue velvet drapes. His
lucid spells are becoming more
and more rare, replaced by
prolonged fits. He snarls and
barks and speaks in tongues.

His frail old limbs hurl
furniture around with the
strength of a mountain troll.
Mostly, however, he stares
sullenly into the middle
distance tucked up in bed in his
sweltering room.
 
The Alderman’s Wife, Graces
Halsvana, is a cult member. She
has been dosing her husband with
the tainted wine from
Blackvine’s vineyard, as well as
placing noxious herbs (which she
claims are held to be medicinal
by the local druids) around the
house to call upon demons to
possess her husband time and
time again. She regularly brings
him a cup of wine “fortified
with healing herbs”. 

The Kitchen. Foul herbs hang in
great bunches by the windows.
Drapes cover the casement as in
the rest of the house, and a
cask of tainted wine (marked
with a chalk X like the ones
found at the Key and Cup) sits
in the pantry. 

The Study. Graces' office,
filled with town records and
legal papers. Open book of
genealogical records, church
adoption documents, and several
handwritten reports that trace
the movements of Marilka Odain
from birth to when she was taken
in by Friar Karloumn after teh
tragic death of her family, her
whereabouts and troubled life,
which are followed by patchy but
recent reports of her son Marlo. 



ARTHMUN HALSVANA,ARTHMUN HALSVANA,
THE ALDERMANTHE ALDERMAN

GRACES HALSVANA,GRACES HALSVANA,
THE NOTARYTHE NOTARY

Pale, cadaverous, sunken eyes
ringed with many nights of
sleepless terror. 

Though — in his more lucid
moments — the Alderman tries to
put on a brave face, he is
fighting a losing battle with
The Dark That Feasts. A steady
supply of tainted wine
administered by his wife,
Graces, has sends Arthman into
fits of bestial savagery and
manifestations of dark power.
Paintings of his ancestors weep
blood; layers of frost form
across every window pane in
brutal summer heat; doors slam
and objects fly across the room
on their own when he becomes
agitated. 

He had grown suspicious of his
wife and several other townsfolk
in the weeks before he "fell
ill", but was struck down before
he could do more than send a
letter or two to friends in far
off towns. Now, he is in the
grip of The Dark That Feasts. 

Small, with thin, gnarled hands
like a bid's talons and a shock of
white hair. Perpetually flustered. 
 

CULTIST. Graces Halsvana [HD 2 (9
hp), AC unarmored, Attacks dagger
(+2 to hit, d4), SV D11 W12 P14 B16
S15, ML 10]

Playing the part of the distraight
spouse, Graces is actually one of
the leading members of the Children
of the Blessed Vine. She is the one
who tracked down Marlo Blikmar
(Odain) and, when her husband began
to suspect something strange was
afoot, slipped him enough tainted
wine to drive him to the brink of
madness and the tender mercies of a
demon. 

She has been steadily sabotaging
Sister Olenna's attempts to
exorcise Arthman, knowing that his
recovery would mean her discovery.
She is prepared to kill him if
necessary. 



Each successful element of
the ritual is observed (+1
for each element) 
A cleric, druid, or paladin
PC successfully aids the
ritual (requires a
successful Wisdom check; +1
for each success, -1 for
each failure). 
The four chalk runes at the
cardinal points of the
house, and the chalk circle
around the Alderman’s bed
remain unbroken (+1) 

The Exorcism. Sister Olenna
(pg. 16) has tried (and failed)
several times to exorcize the
entity possessing the Alderman.
Each time she returns it seems
it has only grown stronger. She
plans to enlist the aid of any
cleric or paladin she can to
make one final attempt — an
ancient and powerful act of
deliverance ministry intended
to santify a person or place
over the course of a long and
torturous night. 

The Ritual demands the constant
recitation of powerful prayers
by Sister Olenna, and the aid
of the PCs, as the three rites
are trials that she cannnot
complete alone. 

The Alderman and Sister Olenna
must be protected while the
performs three sacred rites:
the Rite of Water, the Rite of
Air, and the Rite of Fire. 

Each step in the ritual has a
1-in-6 chance of success, which
is increased by 1-in-6 when… 

If two or more of the three
rites succeed (and the PCs
survive to complete the ritual),
the Alderman’s soul is freed
from The Dark That Feasts. If
two or more of the rites fail,
The Dark That Feasts claims the
Alderman’s soul forever. 

The Cult will intervene
themselves if the ritual looks
as though it has a chance of
succeeding. There is a 2-in-6
chance that the cultists attack
the house at the beginning of
each rite. If the cultists do
not attack during the rite, they
are waiting outside the house
when the PCs emerge.  

2d6 Cultists [HD 1 (5 hp), AC as
leather, Attacks dagger (+2 to
hit, d4), SV D11 W12 P14 B16 S15
ML 8] led by Thargol (Pg. 26)
wearing black hooded robes are
let into the house by Graces.

Graces Halsvana will try
everything she can to derail and
undermine the ritual. She will
try to refuse Sister Olenna
entry and cast doubt on her
abilities, claiming her husband
has only gotten worse since "her
clumsy and misguided attempts"
began. She will try to disrupt
the exorcism whenever
possible,erasing holy markings,
knocking over candles, and
generally getting underfoot.



The blood of a white rooster
spilled in a prayer bowl and
mixed with quicksilver.

Sunset. Sister Olenna and the
PCs arrive at the Alderman's
house at sundown. 

The nun is armed with a silver
holy symbol, sage, a portable
brazier, chalk, two dozen
candles, 4 vials of holy water
(three for the ritual, one for
emergencies), a flask of
sanctified oil, a vial of
quicksilver, a white rooster in
a wicker cage, and a long, thin
object wrapped in dark fabric
(Vhandrahas, Lady Arabella’s
magic sword, only to be used as
a last resort). 

Graces tries to deny them entry.
Still lucid for now, the
Alderman allows himself to be
tied to the bed, which Sister
Olenna surrounds with protective
wards drawn in chalk, in
addition to those added to the
four corners of the house (the
Front Door, the Kitchen, the
Bedroom, and the Study). With
the candles lit, and the air
filled with burning sage, Sister
Olenna begins. 

The Rite of Water. The room and
Alderman must be anointed with
holy water; a psalm must be sung
over his body; a bronze prayer
bowl is placed atop a portable
brazier.   

Ritual Elements. For the first
rite to succeed, the rite
demands… 

A personally significant item
from a Lawful-aligned
character. 
An item of value or power
given freely by a Chaotic or
Neutral aligned character. 

Everyone takes 2d4 damage from
hurled objects (save for
half). 

The blood, quicksilver, and
items warp, burn and smoke in
the prayer bowl, filling the air
with acrid fumes.
 
The Alderman’s body writhes and
sweats on the bed. His eyes roll
back and he speaks in the voice
of The Dark That Feasts. It
taunts Sister Olenna and the
PCs, mocking their puny faith,
boasting of its own power as the
Alderman’s body rises into the
air, straining against the ropes
that bind it to the bed. The
walls weep blood and The Dark
That Feasts laughs at Sister
Olenna and the PCs. It slams
doors and windows, hurling
objects around the room. 

The Rite of Air. This rite is an
invitation, a challenge to the
spirits of wind and shadow.
Spirits are free to enter the
house during the rite, and the
PCs must keep them at bay while
protecting the sacred runes, the
chalk circle and, most
importantly, a candle.

Ritual Elements. Sister Olenna
lights a single candle by the
Alderman’s bed, extinguishing
all the others. Outside the
house, a wind rises into a 



The four sacred signs
drawn in chalk above the
front door, in the
kitchen, in the bedroom,
and in the study must
not be destroyed. 
The chalk circle around
the Alderman’s bed must
not be broken. 
The candle by the
Alderman’s bed must
remain alight. 

howling gale that rattles
the doors and window
frames. In the darkness
outside, leering faces
press against the glass,
and the howls of the damned
pierce the night. The Dark
That Feasts calls out to
its fellow demons to come
to its aid. 

For the second rite to
succeed… 

The rite lasts for 1d6 + 6
rounds. 

On the first round, 1d4
Dark Spirits enter the
house. They attack anyone
they find (except Graces
and the Alderman) and try
to disrupt the ritual,
although they are easily
distracted by opportunities
to inflict fear and
destruction. 

There is a 3-in-6 chance of
an additional spirit
entering the house on each
subsequent round. 



Dark SpiritsDark Spirits

A spectral noblewoman in a
bloodstained dress
A bloated corpse in priest’s
robes 
Identical twin girls 
A writhing, shapeless mass
A huge, black wolf 
A naked, muscular man 

1d6 eye sockets filled with…
A face made of… 
A Body made of… 
Skin covered in… 
1d6 Mouths full of… 
Hair made of…. 

Viscera 
Maggots 
Fire 
Buzzing Flies 
Black oil 
Syrupy golden light 
Snakes 
Teeth

HD 3 (13 hp), AC as leather,
Attacks 2 x claws (+4 to hit,
d6) or 1 x power, SV D8 W9 P10
B10 S12 MV 30’ (spider climb,
levitate), ML 10

Mundane Damage Resistance. Half
damage, except magic, silver,
holy sources. 

Dark Spirit Appearance (roll on
each table and combine).

Form 
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

With
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Abrupt, jerky motions
Crawls, spine bent backwards,
like a question mark
Slowly, like a bug trapped in
molten sugar
Floats, wind whipping around
it
Gracefully, flowing like water
over rocks 
Teleports, from one shadow to
the next, followed by the
smell of brimstone 

Telekinesis. Save or be
restrained/hurled for d10
damage. 
Illusory Horrors. Save or see
phantasmal horrors (hands
reaching through the floor,
dead loved ones, changed
surroundings), take d8
illusory damage and a -4
penalty to rolls ongoing until
target saves. 
Immolate. Object or person
(Save to avoid) bursts into
flame (1d4, then 2d4, 3d4,
etc. per round until the fire
is out). 
Glamor. Save or attack an
ally/obey the spirit’s
command, believing them to be
an ally. 
Imitate. Perfectly recreate
the appearance and voice of
others. 
Invisible. Becomes a shadowy
outline (-4 to attacks against
it) for 1d4 rounds. 

Movement… 
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Powers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



The Dark That Feast’s offer
must be refused (it’s up to
the GM whether this decision
is entirely up to the player
or requires a saving throw of
some kind).  

The Rite of Fire. The final
test. The Dark That Feasts takes
control of the house and the
Alderman. It rises, burning his
bonds away. The house is dragged
partway into the hell from which
the demon came. Hallways stretch
on forever, the walls and floor
are wreathed in flame, and
neither space nor time behave as
they should. PCs find themselves
walking upside down over
infinite black abysses, falling
through floors made of liquid
meat and maggots, and stuck
inside their own most painful
memories. 

All the while, The Dark That
Feasts taunts them, probing for
weaknesses. It cannot harm the
participants in the ritual, and
they cannot harm it while it
makes its offer. 

Ritual Elements. The Dark That
Feasts will choose the person
who opposes it that it believes
is most vulnerable and make an
offer of what it thinks they
want most: power, the return of
a loved one, wealth, knowledge,
the destruction of an enemy,
eternal life. For the third rite
to succeed… 

Success: Raging wind, fire,
darkness, and the visions of
horror reach a crescendo, until
a horrible writhing column of
bile and dark wine covered in
hundreds of screaming mouths
vomits forth from the Alderman
and flies out through the widow.
The Alderman sinks back down
onto the bed, drenched in sweat
and breathing heavily. Sister
Olenna, looking haggard, nods.
“It is over. It is done.” 
The Alderman is free from
possession and, if given a
chance to recover, can reveal
much about the nature of The
Dark That Feasts: that it lives
in the wine, that it is locked
beneath the manor, the names of
its servants that conspire to
free it.  

Failure: The Alderman’s eyes are
two pits of fire and darkness.
His skin begins to blacken and
bubble as though under intense
heat and the room is wreathed in
flames. A grim-faced Sister
Olenna unwraps Varahandras and
hefts it clumsily. The
Alderman’s body rises above the
bed, wreathed in flame and
clouds of buzzing flies, hanging
awkwardly in the air like a
puppet with half its strings
cut. The Alderman’s soul is
forever bound to The Dark That
Feasts, and striking at it now
involves killing the Alderman as
well. The house bursts into
flames.



Telekinesis. Grab and hold
someone (save vs
Paralysis), throw objects
around the room, unbar a
door from the other side. 
Dark Reading. Force
someone to reveal their
most shameful secret (save
vs Spells), detect surface
level thoughts. 
Hypnotic Eyes. Localized,
temporary mental command.
Force someone to drop
their weapon, open a door,
plunge a knife into an
ally’s heart (save vs
Spells). 
Unholy Fire. Cause people
(save vs Wands) and
objects to spontaneously
ignite. More damage each
round (d4, then d6, d8,
etc.) until the fire is
extinguished.

HD 7+1 (32hp), AC as plate,
Attacks claws x 2 (+4 to hit,
d6) or use power, SV D4 W5 P6
B5 S8, MV 40’ ML 12. 
 
Mundane Damage Immunity.
Takes no damage except from
silver and magical weapons.
Holy water burns like fire. 
Powers. In addition to being
able to levitate and crawl
along walls and ceiling as
though on flat ground… 

PossessedPossessed  
  AldermanAlderman AldermanPossessed 
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EncountersEncounters

Poison. Victim must save or become violently sick for 1d4 -
Constitution number of days (minimum 1): movement speed halved, -4
penalty to all attack rolls, saving throws, etc.  

2. The Dark That Feasts (pg. 60) attacks. Shadows lengthen, frost
covers every window, rats and insects boil out of walls made of
rodden, pulsating flesh. It tries for 1d6 rounds to incapacitate and
take someone (it prioritizes Marlo, but will settle for a PC),
depositing them in Area 27, in front of the Vault Door.

3. Pale, translucent figures watch from the shadows. The air becomes
intensely cold. As suddenly as they appeared, the figures vanish. The
temperature slowly returns to normal. 

4. Scuttling, scratching sounds from the walls, floor and ceiling.
Like the rustling of autumn leaves. 

5. A single high-pitched scream, like a child. The sound comes from a
point you cannot see, moves through the middle of the party, and
disappears in the direction of the Secret Chapel (Area 8).

6. The air reeks of rotten flesh, and the floor churns with maggots.
Blood and viscera rise like a tide, reaching as high as the PCs’
waists before disappearing. 

7.1d4 Giant Centipedes. HD ½* (2hp), AC as cloth, Attacks 1 × bite
(1d2 + poison), SV D4 W5 P6 B5 S8, MV 20’, ML 7 

Crawling and wriggling out from beneath the broken boards. 

Each turn the PCs explore the Manor, there is a 1-in-6 chance of an
encounter. Encounters don’t happen on the same turn that the players

enter an unexplored area where a Haunting takes place. 
 

Roll 2d6 (+ the number of Hauntings encountered by the PCs). Roll
doubles and the Dark That Feasts is also present, either attempting a
deception, the abduction of Marlo (or a PC if he isn’t there), or an

attack. 



Attack. Characters inside the flock automatically take 1d4 damage
per turn (characters wearing heavy armor take half). 
Damage. The flock takes half damage from all but fire, extreme
cold, sleep spells, and other attacks that affect them as a
whole. 

Mundane Damage Resistance. Half damage, except magic, silver,
fire, holy sources. 
Envelop. When one target is hit by both bite attacks, the column
surrounds its victim, dealing automatic 3d4 damage per round. All
damage done to the rats is shared with the enveloped target.  

8. Flock of Crows. [HD 3* (13 hp), AC as leather,SV D12 W13 P14 B15
S16 (2), Attacks special, MV 50’, ML 10]

Sitting in broken window frames, or perched on exposed beams. First
one, then another, and another, until every surface is covered by a
red-eyed, hopping, cawing bundle of black feathers. The first person
to run or attack the crows disappears inside a whirlwind of slashing
talons and stabbing beaks.   

9. 11. 1d4 + 1 Cultists (pg. 19), trying to separate the PCs from
Marlo or, if Marlo isn’t with the party, drive the PCs away from the
manor. 

10. Column of Rats. [HD 3 (13 hp), AC as leather, Attacks 2 x bite
(+4 to hit, 2d4 + envelope), SV D8 W9 P10 B10 S12, MV 30’ (spider
climb), ML 8] 

Boiling out of the walls in a screeching, skittering tide. Eyes glow
red. Form a single, writhing, amorphous column that attacks the PCs
(it does not harm Marlo). 

11. The Dark That Feasts (disguised as Marilka). A young girl, with
dark hair and serious eyes, carrying a stuffed toy rabbit. Dressed
in a blood-spattered nightdress, running barefoot towards you.
“Marilka” tries to lure PCs and Marlo to the Study (Area 17) or the
Secret Stairs (Area 2).     

12 (or more). Lady Arabella’s Ghost (a tall, statuesque figure in a
white nightgown, face hidden behind a featureless golden mask).
Rattles windows, stirs up a gale, trying to chase the PCs away from
the house. Won’t hurt them. If the PCs seem determined not to leave,
she will try to silently make contact, leaving messages like “SHE
LIES”, and “LEAVE THIS PLACE” in frosted window panes, or burned
into the walls.  



The Deception 
Though The Dark That Feasts is
effectively confined to the
Vault beneath the manor, its
powers beyond its prison are
growing. 

It can project visions of
itself in the form of others,
although there is always
something wrong with the
projection (yellow eyes, rotten
teeth, eleven fingers or toes,
etc).
 
It can possess creatures that
have consumed its essence via
the grapes or tainted wine. On
the manor grounds, this
includes the rats, crows, and
insects. Humanoids who have
consumed the tainted wine are
much more susceptible to its
influence. It will attack them
first. 

It can control environments
tied to intense suffering and
pain — slamming and locking
doors, creating gusts of wind,
burning objects around a room,
etc. This is why its powers
manifest so readily in the
house.   

The Dark That Feasts has taken
to appearing in the form of
Marilka’s ghost — a wide-eyed
six year-old girl trailing a
stuffed rabbit behind her — as
a way to lure Marlo down into
the wine cellar and open the
Vault. 

Exactly how The Dark That
Feasts tricks Marlo and the PCs
into opening the vault is up to
the GM. It can attack them
repeatedly with the possessed
animals, coraling them towards
the parts of the house they
need to visit next; it can
appear in less threatening
guises, like Marilka Odain, to
try and establish a rapport
with Marlo; or some other form
of manipulation. Think about
the PCs’own fears, desires, and
weaknesses. Play upon them,
especially if a PC has already
had their faith tested by The
Exorcism at Halsvana House. 

Just remember that the goal is
not to kill the PCs but to open
the vault. As a result, The
Dark That Feasts will never
intentionally harm Marlo Odain.    

The Cult’s Plan. 
The Children of the Blessed
Vine are watching from afar,
waiting to see if Marlo Odain
will open the vault. The Key to
the cellar in the Study was
placed there conspicuously by
Thargol, and Walthur Snide has
filled the young man’s head
with talk of hidden vaults and
treasure. 

If the PCs go to the manor
alone, Cultists (equal in
number to the PCs + 4) will try
to set up an ambush to drive
them away or kill them.



If the PCs enter with Marlo
Odain, the cultists wait for an
hour to pass, then (No. of PCs
+ 8) take up positions around
the manor. They dress in dark
robes and carry a mixture of
crude weapons, torches, hunting
bows, and long knives. If still
alive, Thargol (pg. 26) says a
prayer over the house, whipping
himself into a frenzy until he
beats a nearby cultist
unconscious with a bottle of
wine — blood from their temple
mixing with the dark red liquid
spilling onto the dirt at the
mad priest's feet. 

Hauntings. 
Blackvine Manor is a house of
ghosts and trauma. The spirits
of Lady Arabella’s family and
their servants remain here
alongside her. When the PCs
enter a new area where a
haunting takes place, the
events play out as described
and a random encounter is not
rolled for that turn. 



The Vineyard. Past wrought iron
gates, up a steep hill cloaked
in rows of rambling vines,
along a winding dirt path, the
manor house cuts a gaunt
silhouette against the stark
ferocity of the mountains and
the sky above.

The track through the vineyard
leading to the front of the
house takes almost a mile to
wind its serpentine way through
the hills, and several times
the manor is lost from view,

Attack. Characters inside the
flock automatically take 1d4
damage per round (characters
wearing heavy armor take
half). 
Damage. The flock takes half
damage from all but fire,
extreme cold, sleep spells,
and other area of effect
attacks.

only to loom once more round the  
next bend, towering even larger
over the landscape, its quiet
menace redoubled. 

Mist rolls in glacial sheets
over the dark and withered rows
of vines, hung heavy with the
bulbous black grapes, swollen
like buboes, that adorn every
trestle. In the sky above, crows
wheel and turn in a great dark
cloud.  

Crows. When the PCs step through
the gates, a single large crow
alights on a nearby vine,
watching them. Every turn they
linger, or every few dozen steps
they take towards the house,
roll a d6. On a 4+, more crows
spiral down from the sky to
watch and fill the air with
their rasping cries. The third
time a 4+ is rolled, the crows
attack.  

Flock of Crows [HD 3* (12 hp) AC
as leather Attacks special MV
50’ ML 10]



Ground
Floor

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

Area 1. Outside. Broken
windows gaze across the ruined
vineyard; pools of blackness
in a pale stone facade. From
the buttresses and gutters,
gargoyles sit frozen in an
endless parade of snarls. The
building is in a state of
evident neglect and disrepair;
crawling ivy blankets the
facade, and the roof has
fallen through in several
places.  

Doors. Worn stone steps
overgrown with weeds lead up
to a pair of oaken double
doors. They stand ajar —
dragged, creaking, back and
forth with each gust of
wind. The iron knocker —
shaped like a screaming
griffon — is rusted in
place. 
Windows. Ground floor
windows are set high into
the stone walls. Only an
especially tall character
can look inside without
climbing or finding
something to stand on. 



Area 2. Entry Hall. Flagstone
floors. Dirty, water-damaged
walls. Broken windows let in a
cold wind that still tugs at the
moldering drapes. Shadows dance
in dark corners. 

Stairs, rotten, creaking, lead
up to Area 13. 2-in-6 chance the
stairs collapse under the weight
of an adult (less if the person
is small, nimble; more if they
are wearing heavy armor, walking
close to someone else, carrying
something heavy, etc.), forcing
a save or inflicting 2d8 damage. 

Dust. Heavy, a blanket over
everything. Tracks lead from the
front door to the Winery (Area
10). Scuffed and disturbed in
front of the secret stairs. 

Family Portraits, depict Thomas,
Marilka, Nasrine, and Arabella
(her face has been burned out of
all of them, except the one in
front of…) 

Secret Stairs, hidden behind a
baroque oil painting of Lady
Arabella in prayer, beside a
griffon rampant (7’ high
chiaroscuro, gilt frame, worth
1,200 gp to a collector). Drafty
near the painting; floor scuffed
and stained with dark liquid
(spilled wine from a burst
cask). The painting swings
aside, revealing a locked iron
door. Needs a key (from Area 17,
or Thargol). Behind, stone steps
down into darkness (Area 27).

Griffon Statue. White stone
carved in gruesome detail,
sitting with both paws on the
plinth in front of it, hides the
entrance to Area 8. 

Haunting. Footsteps (small, a
child) lead up the stairs
towards the Landing (Area 13).
Nasrine Odain waits at the top
of the stairs, laughing and
smiling in a small suit of toy
armor, holding a wooden sword.
She continues to laugh as she
abruptly bursts into flames, her
body burning away to a pile of
ash in seconds.  

Shields — paint chipped,
eaten at by rust, caked in
crow guano — hung around the
walls. Stags, eagles, crowns,
hearts, dogs, fish, lions,
etc. Only shield bearing a
monster is a griffon rampant
(Arabella’s crest). 
Behind the Shield: a secret
compartment containing a
cracked leather tube. Holds
two spell scrolls (bless,
cure light wounds).

Area 3. Shield Gallery. Moldy
banners, faded by sunlight.
Rusted suit of platemail on a
stand. 

Area 4. Great Hall. Grand,
arched ceiling, broken stained
glass windows depict Lady
Arabella and the knights of her
order. Crows roost in the upper
rafters. An imposing banquet
table still covered in fine 



plates, cups, tarnished
silverware (2d10 gp worth in
total) — all speckled with
guano, the food long since
devoured by rats. 

Haunting. Gentle chamber music.
Laughter and the clinking of glasses.
A dozen ghostly figures (adults and
children, dressed in outdated finery)
sit at the banquet table as it groans
under the weight of pies, roasted
pheasant, platters of fruit,
sweetmeats and jellies. 

At the center of the feast lies the
main event — ribs cracked open, guts
spewed across the table, the body of a
man. The dinner guests smile and toast
one another, plunging their hands
again and again into the spilled
viscera, tearing away chunks of muscle
and dark, wet meat. 

As one, they turn to face the
intruders, faces dripping crimson,
before disappearing in an instant,
dragged upwards toward the darkened
ceiling by a violent and unseen force. 



Reading Chairs. Two large
wingback chairs by the
fireplace. In one is the rat-
gnawed, desiccated corpse of
Thomas, the rusted poker from
beside the fire thrust
through his chest. A book
“The Witch Trials of Wilmarr”
(contains an account of a
series of horrible accidents
and ill omens that befell a
small town, the brutal witch
trials that followed, and the
subsequent burning of the
entire village to the ground
in a single night; a tragedy
that remains unsolved) sits
open on his lap. 
Books. Hundreds of leather
bound tomes line the shelves.
Most are stories, books of
scripture, and historical
tracts about the local area.
There is a section on
winemaking, from which
someone has removed several
volumes (they are now in
Walthur Snide’s quarters in
the Key and Cup) and several
others (in a locked and caged
section on demonology) have
clearly caught fire. 

Area 5. Library. Shafts of light
pierce the stale air. The
smallest movement fills the room
with writhing swarms of dust
that slowly settle again on the
floor, the furniture, the
towering bookshelves. Vines and
creepers cover large patches of
the ceiling, worming their way
through the plaster from above.  

Haunting. Thomas  (a thin man in
his early forties with kind eyes
and a goatee) stands beside the
bookcase, running his hands over
the cracked leather spines. He
chooses a book and, smiling,
walks over to the reading chair. 

As he sits, blood blossoms
across his shirt, drenching him.
It pours from his nose, his
mouth, and a gaping wound in his
chest. 

His kind, slightly sad smile
never falters as he fades away,
leaving only his corpse (impaled
by the poker) behind.     

Area 6. Privy. A reeking pit
full of ancient rotten sawdust.
Has been used recently by the
smell of it. Dark purple flecks
of vomit surround one of the two
holes — left by an overindulgent
cultist after their latest
ritual. 

Area 7. Cloak Room. Wooden door,
locked (3-in-6 chance any
cultist encountered on Manor
grounds has the key; spare hangs
on a nail in Area 10). Used by
cultists to change into their
robes before descending into the
cellar. Two dozen black robes on
hooks, heavy work aprons stained
with dark purple hang beside the
door.   



On the floor. Decades-old
remnants of iron rations, a
small teddy bear (Marilka’s)
half-decomposed into loose
sawdust and fur.  

Area 8. Secret Chapel. Behind a
statue of a griffon with both
claws down. Raising the statue’s
right foreclaw (to match the
painting in Area 2 and the
Shield in Area 3) opens the
door. 
Shrine. Inside, a small, wood-
paneled room. Once brightly
painted icons hanging on the
walls. On an altar to Dojdola
sits an iron sheaf of wheat
(functions as a +1 Holy Symbol
for any cleric who makes an
offering at the shrine), and a
silver bowl of crystal clear
water (holy, still potable).   

   
Area 9. Audience Chamber,
Office. Several chairs arrayed
before a large, impressive desk
(small brass key to the hidden
wall safe in the drawer) covered
in yellowing documents dealing
with the workings of the
vineyard. 
Paintings. Arabella (face burned
away), the vineyard and manor (a
shadowy figure lurks in an
upstairs window), and a griffon
soaring above a mountain range
hang around the room. Behind the
painting of the griffon is a
(locked) wall safe containing
six gold bars (worth 100 gp
each), and a platinum necklace
set with dark opals and pearls
to look like bunches of grapes
(worth 800 gp).

Haunting. Mara the Nursemaid
(severe, businesslike, wearing a
pristine white apron and a gray
dress) walks hurriedly through
the room looking high and low,
calling out for Marilka and
Nasrine. She is flustered,
distracted, but explains that
the children are missing and she
has to find them. Nasrine is
always out getting into trouble,
and Marilka loves to hide.
Something’s been wearing their
faces, you see, and they’re late
for their bath. Still calling
out, Mara bustles out, along the
corridor and away in the
direction of the children’s
rooms (Area 14, 16). 

Crates filled with warped,
bulbous, black grapes that
smell of death and sweet
sugary juice stacked by the
doors. Sticky flagstones
underfoot. 
Aged winemaking equipment,
recently repaired, and still
wet with dark red liquid.
Grape mash — a large hopper
with two hand-cranked
rollers. 
Barrels of pulp and juice
fermenting in the open air.
Evidence the custists have
recently been making wine
from the grapes growing
around the manor. 

Area 10. Winery. Large room.
Vaulted ceiling, double doors
thrown open to the outside air. 



Portraits of Lady Arabella
(face burned away), her
ancestors (all raven-haired,
with serious, sensitive
features), Thomas, Nasrine,
and Marilka in various
combinations, standing before
the manor wearing dark
clothes and dour expressions. 

Area 11. Portrait Gallery.
Hallway. Mullioned windows look
out across the dark, twisted
vines. 

 

Stairs lead up to the
servants’ quarters (Areas 23-
26).  

 Area 12. Kitchen. Ancient
butcher’s block, covered in dark
stains. Butler’s sink brimming
over with black, stinking water.
Ancient remains of a cooking
fire, a gutted pantry.  

Haunting. Laslo, the cook,
stands over the ancient
butcher’s block, cleaver in
hand, in the process of chopping
up a blood-soaked, naked human
corpse. He brings his cleaver
down and a fine mist of blood
fills the air before looking
directly at the intruders and
screaming. He hurls his cleaver
into the wall beside the
intruder’s head and disappears.
The body, the blood, and the
butcher are gone. Only the
cleaver remains, embedded in the
wall, covered with red rust.
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Area 13. Landing. A section
of roof has collapsed above
the landing, letting sunlight
(or moonlight) and creeping
trails of ivy stream down
into the landing. 

Area 14. Marilka’s Bedroom. A
wooden door painted with
bright flowers. Inside, there
is a chest of drawers, an
empty toy chest, and a small
bed piled high with the
decomposed forms of several
dozen stuffed animals (bears,
rabbits, cats, dogs, birds,
etc.).

 Drawers. Neatly folded
dresses and petticoats, all
eaten by moths, with the
name Marilka Odain sewn
into the collars. 

Area 15. Store Room. Small,
dark, walls lined with wooden
shelves holding moth-eaten
linens, candles, a brass
chamber pot (unused), and the
huddled bodies of two
servants. A crack in the roof
at the back of the room
throws a single shaft of
light onto the grisly
remains. 



Skeleton. Mortal remains of
Mara the Nursemaid, arms
thrown up in a rictus of
fear. Rats and insects have
made their homes in her
desiccated ribcage. Her
uniform has been torn to
shreds by crows. 

A wooden training sword lies
by the bed, also badly
scorched. “To my fierce
Nasrine. May you keep us all
safe from monsters. Love,
Mama.” engraved in the hilt.
Nasrine. On the ceiling
above the discarded sword,
the outline of a small
figure has been burned into
the plaster. This is all
that remains of Nasrine
Odain.

Area 16. Nasrine’s Bedroom.
Sparsely furnished — a bed, a
closet (filled with practical
clothes), a small practice
dummy for sword drills. A small
shrine to Dojdola by the West
wall is badly blackened by
fire. 

Area 17. Hothouse Solarium.
Dark, humid, stifling — the
smell of soft wet earth and
petrichor. A thick glass roof
and walls trap the heat inside
the solarium. Despite a few
broken panes and an opening in
the middle of the roof, the
air is like syrup. Greenery
crowds in on all sides. Things
unseen scuttle in the
undergrowth. 

Tropical plants. peace
lilies, ferns, orchids and
bromeliads, all draped in
tangled nests of dark,
choking vines. 
Bird Bath. A large stone
trough in the middle of the
room, hidden behind walls
of greenery, caked in moss.
Beneath the moss, strange
symbols etched into the
stone. Magic users can roll
to recognize that this
“bird bath” is actually a
Scrying Pool. Staring into
the dark, stagnant water
allows a magic user to see
back in time: they see Lady
Arabella staring back up
into their eyes from the
water. They watch her final
days with her family, watch
as The Dark That Feasts
torments her, slowly drives
her to the brink of
madness, and then takes her
body. Then, they see the
massacre that follows.   

Area 18. Study. Dark
varnished wooden walls,
bookshelves, a desk covered
in desiccated paper. Cracked
leather spines line the
walls. The silence is broken
by rats squirming inside the
carcass of a leather
armchair. At the north end
of the room hangs a large
oil painting of Saint Astrid
at the Moment of her
Martyrdom. 



Bookshelves. Mostly
theological texts
pertaining to the worship
of Dojdola and other
harvest gods, but many
books on demonic
possession, dealing with
fey folk, banishing
ghosts, and trapping
angels line these smaller
shelves. Anything with
reference to fighting
demonic entities has been
burned beyond recognition. 
Key. An iron key with a
feather and claw design
lies conspicuously on the
desk in a ray of sunlight
from the window (if
daytime). Everything
around it is dusty, but
the key (placed here by
the cultists as part of
their plot to trick Marlo
Odain into opening the
Vault) is clean. Opens the
secret door (in Area 2)to
the Wine Cellar (Area 27).

Desk. A large, oaken writing
desk engraved with flowers,
stars, and abstract
representations of the
planes. Strewn with papers
torn from a diary, partially
burned. Fragments detail
Lady Arabella’s last day.
“Inside of me, hanging on my
soul like a leech…”, “…not
say its name. Cannot write
it. Cannot think it. It is
the darkness. Darkness that
feasts upon…”, “…lose myself
to it. I feel my actions are 

not my own. I cannot force
myself to tell Thomas, or
the children; my tongue
shall not obey. I have
failed them…”.  
Painting (Saint Astrid at
the Moment of Her
Martyrdom). Floor-to-ceiling
oil painting. Rich, bold
colors. A woman, dressed in
immaculate finery, tears her
own heart out of her chest
and offers it, dripping
crimson, to the viewer. Her
expression is beatific,
serene. In the background, a
griffon wheels high in a
stormy sky. Conceals the
secret door to the Master
Bedroom (Area 22)

Area 19. Doll Room. A playroom
— home to Marilka’s extensive
doll collection. Hundreds of
blank glass eyes stare out of
porcelain faces. A doll house
and a small table set for tea
(dolls seated in all but one 
 chair) sit in the middle of
the room.

Doll House. A near-perfect
replica of Blackvine Manor.
Little inch-high figurines
of the Odain family
arranged throughout, and
another figure — dark,
featureless, glimpsed
through a window and gone a
second later. Characters
who stare through the
windows of the little house
must make a save or find
themselves drawn inside — 



Haunting. A sudden chill grips
the room. The windows and doors
of the doll house rattle as
though in a high wind. High
pitched giggles fill the air.
All the dolls turn at once to
stare at the intruders, who
feel the room growing larger
around them and they become
smaller and smaller. The effect
passes after a long, agonizing
moment. The dolls are back in
their original poses.  

into a simulacrum of the
manor where the corridors
are too long and the doors
slam shut before they can
reach them. Escape takes 2d6
turns (minus intelligence
modifier; minimum of 1
turn), and when they emerge,
they find an inch-high model
of themself in the house,
face anguished, blood
pouring from their mouth and
eyes. To anyone watching,
the person “inside the
house” simply sits before it
unmoving, staring blankly
through its windows. 

Area 20. Upstairs Gallery. A
large bay window (broken)
looks out over the rolling
hills. Motes of dust flutter
and dance in the light that
breaks through the moth-eaten
velvet curtains. A pair of
armchairs and a writing table
are arranged to look out the
window. 

Paintings. Saint Violane
at the Moment of Her
Martyrdom (a young woman
is ravaged by the
plague), Saint Morlan at
the Moment of His
Martyrdom (a monk lays
down in a fire, his flesh
bubbles and blankens),
Arabella Odain at the
Moment of Her Deception
(Arabella, faceless
behind a golden mask,
kneels in a pool of dark
blood, her hands clasped
in prayer; this painting
is newer than the
others). 

Paintings of the family, and
the saints, gaze down from
the walls. 

Haunting. Vodmar, the butler,
races along the corridor,
screaming and tearing at his
face, clothes and hair. He
smashes through the gallery
window and lands with a
sickening crunch on the rocky
ground below. Those who race
to look see only aged
flagstones and the silent,
serried rows of vines beyond.  

Area 21. Private Chambers.
Once a solar, where Thomas and
Arabella took their meals in
private. The shattered
remnants of a small table, a
few chairs, and a couch are
all strewn around, mingling 



Bathtub. Filled with
stagnant rainwater dripping
down from a hole in the
roof. 
Oil Paintings. Wreck of the
Pilgrim Ship (a ship
founders on a storm-tossed
sea, its back broken. In the
churning wine-red surf, the
faithful are devoured by
sharks; angels look on,
unmoved), The Miracle of
Mercy (farmers and
villagers, thin and
starving, gather around a
giant elk the size of a
barn. The elk is slit open 

with the detritus from a gaping
hole in the roof. Outside air,
rain, and animals have
destroyed most of the room. 
  
Area 22. Master Bedroom. A
grand four-poster bed has been
gutted by fire. Drawers,
nightstand, and a wardrobe have
all been hurled around the
room. On the wall, the words
“MEAT, BLOOD, FIRE, FEAST,
MAGGOTS” have been burned over
and over again into the paint.
Holy Symbols. Hundreds of holy
symbols from a dozen different
faiths — made of wood, lead,
iron, silver — have been nailed
to the walls. All are blackened
and burned, melted, and turned
upside down. 

Area 23. Bathroom. A large iron
tub stands in the middle of the
room. Large oil paintings hang
on the walls. 

from neck to navel and the
villagers bathe, joyously,
in its guts, filling their
bellies with hot, wet
flesh), The Relic Recovered
(A knight, kneeling with
head bowed before a forest
altar, holding a blue
pennant emblazoned with a
griffon rampant; on the
altar rests a solid gold,
featureless mask).
Secret Door. Behind the
painting of The Relic
Recovered is a simple wooden
door and a narrow passage.
Used by the servants to
access the Odains’ rooms.     

Books. Recipe collections
from several different
lands, and one the chef was
clearly writing himself. The
last recipe lists its
ingredients as “BLOOD, MEAT,
SPINE, EYES, BLACK, FIRE,
CHEEK, TONGUE, MARROW

Area 24. Butler’s Bedroom.
Simple, spartan. A bed is
neatly turned down. The mirror
above the washbasin is cracked.
A holy symbol of Dojdola above
the bed is melted and warped. 
    
Area 25. Cook’s Bedroom. Filthy
and chaotic. Clothes strewn
here and there — ancient chef’s
whites encrusted with grime and
the memories of long-forgotten
sauces. A chair sits beside a
humble wooden table. On it, a
large cleaver and a whetstone,
as well as several books. 



MAGGOTS”, and under the
instructions someone has
left only a smear of
unidentifiable human filth. 

Area 26. Nursemaid’s Bedroom.
Tidy, proper. A heavily
starched gray dress and white
apron hang on the back of the
door. A simple etching (a
severe-looking woman smiles as
though she is unaccustomed to
the gesture, beside Marilka and
Nasrine Odain holding apples
dipped in toffee), sits on the
nightstand.  

Area 27. Wine Cellar. Dark,
cool. The air is sweet,
underlaid with old wood and
cork. Several dozen oaken wine
casks sit on racks, occupying
most of the floor. They break
up visibility at eye level,
making it hard to see from one
side of the room to the other.
Other than the two visible   

Cellar

27.

28.

29.30.

31.

32.

Secret Door. One wine rack
is ajar, the dirt on the
floor near it scuffed up.
Pulling it aside brings a
fake section of wall with
it. Behind it is the Vault. 
The Vault. A perfectly
ordinary wooden door. Cheap
dark wood and a pitted
(slightly charred) brass
handle. Close examination
reveals small runes etched
into every inch of it.
Someone magically sensitive
looking at the door sees it
blaze like the sun. Looking
at it for too long makes
your teeth hurt, your head 

doors, the walls are lines with
racks of bottles — thousands of
them. Round, bulbous glass
catches the light like stars.
From the open doors to the
East, a low, fervent chanting
mingles with flickering
firelight and the smell of
noxious herbs. 



pound, your vision swim with
the raw power of the
incantation. Anyone other
than Marlo Odain (or a blood
relative of Lady Arabella)
acting of their own free
will who tries to open the
door takes 3d8 damage (save
for half) from a searing,
cramping sensation that
grips their entire body,
like their veins are filled
with fire and their eyes are
being torn out by crows.
Opening the Vault. Once the
Vault is open, there is
nothing to stop the Children
of the Blessed Vine from
trying to free their master.
Any cultists remaining will
immediately try to race up
the stairs and alert their
companions outside (page
XX), who return in 1d4 + 1
turns to try and storm the
vault en masse.  

Area 28. Root Cellar. Musty,
clammy air and the smell of
mummified turnips. A disused
room left unlocked by the
cultists. There are cracks in
the door big enough to peer
through. 
  
Area 29. Desecrated Chapel.
Once a place of worship
dedicated to Dojdola and other
good deities; now, a profane
church devoted to The Dark That
Feasts. There are no pews, just
an expanse of hard-packed dirt 

CULTISTS! There are 2d6 + 2
Cultists here at all times.
They are deliriously drunk
(all attacks at -4, Morale
10) and barely know where
they are. They try to grab
and drag any intruders to
the altar and force feed
them wine. 
Braziers. The room is lit by
hanging braziers that emit
foul, choking smoke
(rosemary and mandragora
root burn alongside oil-
soaked wood). 
Altar. A low altar at the
north end of the room stands
before a massive, 9’ tall
idol. Scattered with
worthless “relics” and
spattered with dark, purple
vomit. A cask of tainted
wine sits open atop it,
surrounded by a miscellany
of cups. 
The Idol. A writhing
twisting mass of different
materials (clay, stone,
metal, bone, leather, rotten
flesh, and other
unidentifiable materials)
and artistic sensibilities.
Here, a realistic rendering
of a beautiful human face
contorted in ecstasy; there,
an abstract mound of
obscene, suggestive forms.
The flickering torchlight 

strewn with rancid furs,
pillows, blankets, torn
curtains — anything soft enough
to lie upon.  



creates an unshakable
impression that the Idol is
moving. Embedded in an area
that might be the face, 3d6
rubies of different sized
glitter in the light like deep
red eyes (each one is worth
1d10 x 10 gp). 



Burned Niches. Each one has
a plaque detailing the
contents. All were
exceptionally powerful
artifacts sacred to Lady
Arabella’s Order. All that
remains in them are twisted
hunks of burned metal and
shapeless carbon. 
Empty Niches. Two spaces are
empty. The first was meant
for Lady Arabella’s sword
Varahandras, which was to be
moved from the temple to her
tomb in the event of her
death. The second was the
resting place of the Aurum
Shroud, the golden death
mask that prevents spirits
from entering or leaving the
body of the wearer. 

Area 30. Reliquary. Past the
Vault door, a circular room
lined with niches — small, set
at waist height. The air is ice
cold, and the shadows crawl and
wriggle in the corner of the
eye. 

Area 31. Odain Family Crypt.
Musty, close air. Thick with
cobwebs and the scuttling of
insects. Six burial niches. Two
are occupied by the bodies of
Lady Arabella’s parents (Volmar
and Marilka Odain). The other
four are empty and bear the
names for Lady Arabella,
Thomas, Marilka, and Nasrine. 

Lady Arabella. Slumped
against the far wall, the
remains of a silver holy
symbol half-melted around
her a bony fist, sit the
remains of Lady Arabella.
She is surrounded by broken
mirrors, and her face is
hidden behind The Aurum
Shroud, a solid gold death
mask that stops any spirit
or soul from entering or
exiting a body. 

Area 32. The Black Vault. Down
steps slick with water. Deep
shadows that lap like oil at
the edges of the light. Mirrors
placed every few feet or so,
all cracked and shattered.
Glass crunches underfoot.
Ahead, torchlight glints on
yellow gold. 

Removing the Mask. The shadows
lengthen and grow deeper. Lady
Arabella’s body bursts into
flames. The Dark That Feasts is
free. 



A huge ill-defined mass of
heads, mouths, hands, claws and
teeth, writhing out of the
darkness. Suggests something
much larger trying to push its
way through from the void.
Pale, rotten flesh and the
smell of corpses mixed with
fresh blood and chemicals. 

HD 10** (45hp), AC as chain,
Attacks 2 x bite (+8 to hit,
d10 + envelop); use power,
SV D8 W9 P10 B10 S12 (8), MV
30’ ML 10.

Envelop. A target hit by both
bite attacks is consumed by the
wriggling mass, taking
automatic 2d10 damage per
round. 

Immunity. Immune to all but
magical attacks, holy water,
silver. Exposure to bright
light or sunshine breaks
immunity. Takes half damage
from fire.  

Darksight. Sees using darkness.
Blind in bright light, sees
perfectly in pitch blackness. 
  

The Dark
That FeastsThe DarkThe Dark
That FeastsThat Feasts



Telekinesis. Grab and hold
someone (save vs Paralysis, -4
penalty), throw objects around
the room (all nearby take 2d6
damage, save for half), unbar a
door from the other side.
Darkness Falls. Extinguish all
non-magical light nearby.
Magical light sources are
reduced to dim, glimmering
points. 
Dark Reading. Force someone to
reveal the piece of information
they most wish to keep secret
(save vs Spells), detect
surface level thoughts.
Voice of the Devil. Localized,
temporary mind control. Force
someone to drop their weapon,
open a door, plunge a knife
into an ally’s heart (save vs
Spells).
Unholy Fire. Cause people (save
vs Wands) and objects to
spontaneously ignite. More
damage each round (d6, then d8,
d10, etc.) until the fire is
extinguished.
Possession. Take possession of
a creature (or swarm of
creatures), which takes damage
instead of the Dark That
Feasts. Creature can save vs
Spells (repeating the save each
round) to wrest back control. 

Powers. Saves against the Dark
That Feast’s powers made by
creatures who have consumed the
Tainted Wine are made with a
penalty (the more wine consumed,
the greater the penalty).
Alternately, roll a d6 each round
to determine which power is used. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Something lurks beneath Blackvine Manor — a
entity of unsurpassed malevolence and cruelty
whose influence grows and spreads like a weed. It
seeps into the soil, poisoning the land and the minds
of those who dwell in the nearby village of
Mourvède. 

The remaining townsfolk who do not already call
the darkness beneath Blackvine manor “Master” are
beset by nightmarish visions and a rash of violent
demonic possessions. 

Now, with the prodigal heir to Blackvine returned
(for reasons even he does not yet understand) and
the corruption from the manor spreading like dark,
red wine over silken sheets, it will take all that
brave adventurers have to give if they hope to
unlock the secrets of Blackvine Manor, stop the
sinister conspiracy of The Children of the Blessed
Vine, and prevent the return of The Dark That
Feasts.


